Continuous integration (CI) emphasizes quick feedback to developers. This is at odds with current practice of performance testing, which predominantely focuses on long-running tests against entire systems in production-like environments. Alternatively, software microbenchmarking attempts to establish a performance baseline for small code fragments in short time. This paper investigates the quality of microbenchmark suites with a focus on suitability to deliver quick performance feedback and CI integration. We study ten open-source libraries written in Java and Go with benchmark suite sizes ranging from 16 to 983 tests, and runtimes between 11 minutes and 8.75 hours. We show that our study subjects include benchmarks with result variability of 50% or higher, indicating that not all benchmarks are useful for reliable discovery of slowdowns. We further artificially inject actual slowdowns into public API methods of the study subjects and test whether test suites are able to discover them. We introduce a performance-test quality metric called the API benchmarking score (ABS). ABS represents a benchmark suite's ability to find slowdowns among a set of defined core API methods. Resulting benchmarking scores (i.e., fraction of discovered slowdowns) vary between 10% and 100% for the study subjects. This paper's methodology and results can be used to (1) assess the quality of existing microbenchmark suites, (2) select a set of tests to be run as part of CI, and (3) suggest or generate benchmarks for currently untested parts of an API.
INTRODUCTION
Continuous integration (CI) [46] and continuous delivery (CD) [9] have become standard development practices in both, open source software (OSS) and commercial software projects. A core tenet of CI and CD is a focus on short cycle times, so as to innovate and deliver value to customers as quickly as possible. One challenge of this "move fast" mentality is ensuring software quality [42] . Regarding functional quality, unit and regression test suites can easily be automatically executed as part of the CI build. Unfortunately, state of the art performance testing practices are harder to align with CI. They usually encompass executing long-running test workloads against entire systems in production-like environments [23] , which is both, hard to fully automate and too time-consuming to run for every build [12] . However, if performance tests are only selectively ran outside of the CD pipeline, there is a danger of deploying performance regressions to production, and it becomes harder to identify which code change has actually introduced a problem.
For some projects, one way to approach this issue may be software microbenchmarking, i.e., utilizing small code-level benchmarks which can, at least in theory, be run on every build [7] .
Previous research on software microbenchmarks studied root causes [8] , raised performance awareness of developers through documentation [19] , and studied quantitative and qualitative aspects of microbenchmarking in Java [31, 47] .
In this paper, we study the quality of existing software microbenchmark suites of ten OSS projects, five written in Java and five written in Go. The context of our study is to evaluate how useful these benchmarks are for continuous performance assessment, but our results also serve as a general survey of the quality of microbenchmarking in OSS. This work expands on the current state by (1) exploring benchmark-result variability in different environments, i.e., bare-metal and cloud; (2) highlighting similarities and differences of a dynamically compiled/VM-based language (i.e., Java) and a statically compiled language (i.e., Go); and (3) proposing an approach to assess the ability of a benchmark suite to find slowdowns within a defined subset of a project's application programming interface (API), identifying untested parts of it, and providing empirical data from OSS projects.
We thoroughly investigate the following research questions:
RQ 1: How extensive are the microbenchmark suites in the study subject projects?
We investigate how large the microbenchmark suites are, and how long they take to execute. We find that the projects have suites sizing between 16 to 983 individual benchmarks, and take between 11 minutes and 8.75 hours to complete a single complete run in a standard configuration.
RQ 2: How stable are the results of microbenchmarks between identical executions?
We repeatedly execute each suite five times and record the difference in results between runs. As the stability of results will depend on the execution environment, we run all suites in both, an instance rented from Google Compute Engine (GCE) as an example public cloud provider, and on a self-managed bare-metal server. We find that many projects include benchmarks with a maximum result variability of 50% or higher even on bare-metal, indicating that not all benchmarks are useful for the reliable slowdown discovery.
RQ 3: Are the microbenchmark suites able to identify actual slowdowns?
To evaluate how suitable microbenchmark suites are in finding actual slowdowns, we adopt a methodology inspired by mutation testing [22] . For each project, we identify 20 often-used public API methods by tracing their usage in the unit tests of other OSS projects on GitHub, and artificially introduce slowdowns into those methods. We study which of these artificial slowdowns can be found in our test setup and using the existing microbenchmarks. Using extensive experiments, we show that microbenchmark suites of our study subjects find slowdowns in between 10% and 100% of the selected 20 often-used methods. We further observe that many benchmarks appear redundant, in the sense that they seem to cover regressions in similar core methods.
Our results serve as a baseline for how extensive and variable existing OSS microbenchmark suites are in different environments. The proposed methodology is useful for developers to assess the quality of a software's microbenchmark suite, select a set of benchmarks to be run in fast-paced CD pipelines, and retrieving suggestions or even generating stubs of benchmarks for currently untested parts of a project's core API.
BACKGROUND
Performance testing is a widely used umbrella term for many different approaches. Most importantly, we distinguish between smallscale and highly granular performance tests on code level (software microbenchmarks or performance unit tests [19, 47] ), and performance tests that target entire components or systems, typically under high load (load or stress tests). Microbenchmarks are executed in a unit-test-like fashion, whereas load tests bring up an entire production-like environment and run a defined workload against this system.
In the present work, we focus on performance testing via microbenchmarks. Typical performance counters used in such tests include the average execution time of a method, throughput, heap utilization, lock contention, and I/O operations. This section gives a brief overview of microbenchmarking in Java and Go. Java Microbenchmarking Harness. Java OSS use a wide variety of microbenchmarking approaches, with Java Microbenchmarking Harness (JMH) 1 microbenchmarking tools, as reported by [31, 47] , such as Caliper, Japex, or JUnitPerf hardly receive any OSS attention, are discontinued, or are not executable in an automated way. Hence, we only consider JMH in this study, which allows users to specify benchmarks in a similar notation to JUnit tests through an annotation mechanism. Every public method annotated with @Benchmark is executed as part of the performance test suite. Listing 1 shows an example benchmark from one of the study subjects (protostuff ).
There are further configuration parameters that are either defined through annotations on test-class or test-method level, or through command-line parameters. These parameters include the number of warmup iterations, measurement iterations, forks (separate benchmark repetitions in fresh JVMs), and performance counters to measure. A single iteration of a benchmark takes 1s by default, and runs as many executions of the benchmark as it can fit into that time period. After each iteration the resulting performance counters are evaluated, aggregated, and reported to the user. Before the actual iterations, a defined number of warmup iterations are executed. Moreover, JMH has the notion of parameterized benchmarks, where the same benchmark implementation is run for each combination of input parameters. A partial sample output for the benchmark defined in Listing 1 is shown in Listing 2.
Benchmarking in Go. The Go programming language has a benchmarking framework included in its standard library 2 , where benchmarks are defined as functions that have a name starting with Benchmark and a single parameter of type *testing.B in files with suffix _test.go. By default, benchmarks are executed once for at least 1s and average execution times are reported. In comparison to JMH, Go does not provide mechanisms for warmup iterations and parameterized tests. Nevertheless, through the command-line flag -count, a single benchmark can be repeated multiple times, similar to JMH's iterations. Moreover, forks are not supported, presumably because Go is not executed in a virtual-machine environment, arguably removing the need for warmup iterations and investigation of inter-virtual-machine-variance.
STUDY SUBJECTS
We selected ten study-subject projects, five written in the Java programming language and five written in Go. We chose Java because it is a well established programming language, and consistently ranks highly in "most popular programming languages" rankings for various domains (e.g., Tiobe 3 ). Go, on the other hand, is a fairly new programming language at the time of writing, which was introduced in 2009 and comes with a benchmarking library as part of its standard test framework. Microbenchmarking is predominantly used in middleware-style library projects (that is, projects such as Log4J, RxJava, or etcd, as opposed to end-user-facing applications such as Firefox), hence we focus on such projects.
To identify concrete projects, we used the public Google BigQuery dataset fh-bigquery:github_extracts 4 to retrieve the projects for both Java (BigQuery table java_contents_2015) and Go (BigQuery table contents_go). These tables contain all Java files hosted on GitHub that have been commited in the year 2015, and all Go files. We queried for projects that use JMH by filtering for the import statement import org.openjdk.jmh, and for projects that use Go's benchmarking library via a query for *testing.B. We mapped the identified files back to containing GitHub projects, and ordered the projects by stars and watchers. We then identified suitable study-subject projects for both languages by manually checking out the projects, verifying whether they compile, contain a non-trivial amount of benchmarks (> 10) that largely execute successfully, and whether we could find non-trivial usage of these projects in other OSS (again using Google BigQuery). Table 1 shows summary statistics for the projects we have ultimately chosen. The column "Commit SHA" in the table refers to the project's Git commit we have used for all our experiments. For all projects except RxJava, this SHA represents the current version of the master branch at the time of experimentation. For RxJava, we used the 1.x branch because version 2 was only released on October 29 2016, hence other projects on GitHub still used RxJava version 1 at the time of writing. Note that the low star and watcher count for Log4j2 is due to the GitHub repository being merely a mirror of an Apache repository for this project.
assessment. This is primarily for two reasons: (1) Quick builds allow for fast feedback to the developer, reducing the time that is "wasted" waiting for builds that ultimately fail. (2) State of practice CI platforms restrict builds to a certain maximum runtime. A prominent example is TravisCI, which at the time of writing employs a build job timeout of maximum 120 minutes 5 . Hence, we first study how large (in number of benchmarks) the microbenchmark suites of our study subjects are, and how long they take to execute.
Approach
To establish a baseline of how much time is necessary to execute the microbenchmarking suites of our study subjects, we execute each suite five times in two different environments.
Firstly, similar to other works dealing with performance testing [3, 45] , we executed all tests on a dedicated, non-virtualized ("bare-metal") server that we reserved exclusively for our performance testing. This server has a 12-core Intel Xeon X5670 @ 2.93GHz CPU with 70 GiB memory, and runs ArchLinux with a Linux kernel version 4.10.4-1-ARCH. It uses an Hitachi hard-disk (HUA722020ALA330) with 7200rpm and a 32MB cache. We did not execute any other user-space applications except ssh during test runs, but did not explicitly disable hardware optimizations. Note that our benchmark experiments do not fully utilize this highperformance test machine.
With our ultimate goal in mind -integrating performance testing with standard CI tooling -we also executed the test suites in virtual machines hosted in GCE. We used GCE's Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) instances of machine type n1-standard-2 6 running Ubuntu 16.10 a GNU/Linux 4.8.0-46-generic x86_64 kernel. This machine type comes with two virtual CPUs and 7.5 GB of memory. We chose GCE because of its stability compared to other IaaS providers [32] . Experiments were conducted between March and May 2017, and in the us-central-1a region of GCE.
One challenge with this approach is that JMH allows to override benchmarking configurations (e.g., number of iterations, number of forks) via commandline parameters. Unfortunately, these customizations are not visible in the software repositories that we have access to. Hence, we use a uniform default JMH configuration for all Java projects (10 warmup iterations, 20 measurement iterations, 1 fork). For Go, we also repeat each benchmark 20 times. For all runs we record both, the duration required for running the entire test suite once with the above configuration, and the results of all benchmarks (this data will be used in Section 5). Table 1 : Overview of GitHub and benchmark metadata of study-subject projects.
Results and Analysis
not have a comparable parameterization concept, therefore every benchmark is counted exactly once. We observe that the size of microbenchmark suites among our study subjects varies widely. While Go projects tend to have smaller suites than the Java projects, this is not a strict rule. The two projects with the smallest microbenchmark suites are gin (a Go project with only 16 benchmarks) and protostuff (a Java project with 31 benchmarks). On the other hand, the two projects with the largest suites are both Java projects (Log4j2 with 437, and RxJava with 983 benchmarks). Table 2 : Size of microbenchmark suites and durations of a single complete run on a bare-metal machine and in a public cloud.
Consequently, the total duration of a single test run also varies substantially between projects. RxJava takes close to 9 hours to finish a single run even with the relatively short default JMH configuration that we used. All other Java projects except protostuff require (often substantially) longer than a full hour for a single test run, making them infeasible to be executed as part of CI runs. Due to their smaller test suites, the Go projects also require less time for testing. fasthttp is the only Go project in our study to take over a full hour in both environments.
Moreover, it is evident that the total duration of a run generally correlates strongly with the size of the microbenchmark suite. This is due to how both, JMH and the Go benchmarking library, work (see also Section 2): they attempt to repeatedly execute a given small benchmark code for a defined duration (e.g., 1 second), and then report summary statistics such as how often the snippet could be executed in this defined duration. Consequently, every benchmark requires close to the same time for execution.
This also explains the generally low standard deviation of durations between our five experiment repetitions, and the often negligible difference between the duration in the bare-metal and public cloud environments (despite the bare-metal machine being much more powerful than the cloud instance that we used). The only exception here is Caffeine, which takes about 2.3 times longer in the cloud than in the bare-metal environment. This is due to the project employing time-consuming setups prior to each benchmark, which takes significantly longer on the smaller cloud instance. RQ1 Summary. We find that the projects have microbenchmarking suites sizing between 16 to 983 tests, and take between 11 minutes and 8.75 hours for a single run. We conclude that many projects have microbenchmark test suites that per se take too much time to be used for continuous performance assessment.
RQ2: STABILITY OF BENCHMARKS 5.1 Context
A fundamental challenge of performance testing is that results for most performance counters are nondeterministic. A certain baseline level of variability even between identical runs of the same benchmarks is hence to be expected. How large this variability is depends on multiple factors, including the used programming language, the nature of the benchmark, and the stability of the environment [30] . However, establishing this baseline variability gives us a good basis to evaluate the usefulness of the benchmarks in the project's microbenchmark suites in different environments.
The variability of a benchmark affects the stability and reliability of its results. A lower result variability implies a detectability of smaller performance changes by a benchmark without reporting false positives (FPs) due to random fluctuations. Multiple factors, such as concurrent processes, virtualization, or I/O latencies can be the cause of these variations. Therefore it is inevitable to measure a project's benchmark-suite stability to assess how large a performance change needs to be before it can be detected reliably.
Approach
As a metric for stability of microbenchmarks, we propose the maximum spread among the mean performance counter outcomes of n repeated runs. This metric is calculated for benchmarks b ∈ B. In our experiments, we use n = 5, and formally define the repeated benchmark executions as the set R = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. We chose n = 5 to have a reasonable high number of complete suite executions to catch inter-run result variance. Any concrete run r ∈ R produces a series of measurements for each b ∈ B, which we refer to as M b r , with ∀b ∈ B, ∀r ∈ R, ∀m ∈ M b r : m ∈ R + . Further, we denote the arithmetic mean of the benchmark measurements of benchmark b in run r as M b r , and the arithmetic mean over all runs as M b . The maximum spread is then a function maxSpread : B → R + , defined as Equation 1 .
Intuitively, maxSpread represents the largest distance in means (from the slowest to the fastest average benchmark execution) between any two runs in our experiment in percent from the overall mean. It gives us a measure about the worst variability between repeated runs (as opposed to a measure for variability within a run, such as the standard deviation of a series of measurements M b r would be). maxSpread therefore provides a lower bound for performance changes that are detectable by a benchmark in a particular environment. A maxSpread of 0 denotes that there is no variance in the results between runs, whereas, for instance, a value of 1 expresses that in the worst repetition the mean performance counter was twice as high as in the best (e.g., twice the mean execution time). Figure 1 shows the distribution of the maximum spread of each benchmark for the study subjects in violin plot notation. To ease visual comprehension, we have limited the y-axis to 1.00 for Java and 0.5 for Go, even though some projects have a small number of outlier benchmarks with even higher maxSpread. All data and analysis scripts are provided in a replication package [26] . Further, Table 3 presents the distribution of the maxSpread of each benchmark for the study subjects. The table lists how many benchmarks (in absolute numbers and percent of the suite) fall into one of five buckets. The column "Benchs" lists for how many benchmarks we were able to generate results for all 5 runs, and only these are considered for maxSpread calculation. This number can be lower than the size of the entire suite as reported in Table 1 , as we have experienced transiently failing benchmarks for a subset of projects.
Results and Analysis
Even though there are obvious differences between the projects in terms of benchmark stability, we are able to identify some common trends in the cloud environment. Firstly, even though Go projects have smaller test suites, their benchmarks tend to be substantially more stable than the Java ones. This is largely due to not being executed in a virtual machine. However, even in Go, two of five projects have some outlier benchmarks that are very unreliable. (maxSpread > 0.25). For two Go projects (bleve and fasthttp), more than 70% of benchmarks have a maxSpread < 0.05. Only one Go project (etcd) has relatively unstable benchmark results, with about two thirds of benchmarks having a maxSpread between 0.1 and 0.25.
All JMH projects have a substantial number of benchmarks with a maxSpread > 0.10. JCTools is interesting, as benchmarks for this project are largely either very stable (maxSpread < 0.05) or very unreliable (maxSpread > 0.25). We were unable to study in detail how the benchmarks that fall into one of these buckets differ for the present paper. We observe that the Java language runtime appears to introduce a baseline variability of benchmarking results in the order of 10% on GCE, as relatively few JMH benchmarks are more stable than that. This may be due to the well-documented challenges of benchmarking languages that use a virtual machine [14] . Hence we conclude that JMH is not a reliable tool for discovering small performance regressions in our test setup. A potential way to improve the microbenchmarking quality for these projects without improving the benchmarks themselves would be to increase the number of iterations and forks. While increasing these parameters potentially decreases maxSpread, it further increases the already long test durations (up to multiple days per run in the case of RxJava). Another important, albeit unsurprising, observation is that both Go and Java projects produce more consistent benchmarking results on bare-metal than in in the cloud. This is due to the performance instability of public cloud instances themselves, as widely reported in literature [15, 21, 32] . For the Go projects except etcd, this effect is noticable but not dramatic, as the majority of benchmarks of each project still have maxSpread < 0.10, which we consider acceptable for many use cases. For etcd, and to a lesser extent gin, we observe an interesting effect where benchmarks which exhibit close to no variability in bare-metal become rather unreliable in the cloud (maxSpread between 0.05 and 0.3). The generally more unreliable Java benchmarks consistently become even less stable in the cloud, leading to benchmark suites where most benchmarks have a maxSpread of 0.1 or higher. Similiar to etcd, some Java projects with comparatively stable benchmarks in bare-metal become overproportional more unreliable in the cloud (protostuff, RxJava, as well as JCTools for a significant subset of its benchmarks).
We speculate that certain types of microbenchmarks (e.g., ones that are particularly IO-intensive) are hit harder by the performance instability of public clouds than others. However, a detailed analysis of this is out of scope in the present study. We conclude that microbenchmarking using a public cloud, as commonly used by public CI services, is possible. However, users need to, in some cases drastically, lower their expections with regard to how fine-grained slowdowns can realistically be discovered this way. Based on our data, only slowdowns of more than 50% in most Java projects, and of more than 25% in Go projects, are detectable with reasonable reliability on the used cloud instance.
RQ2 Summary. Study subjects implemented in Go largely have very reliable benchmarks, with a max Spr ead below 0.05 in baremetal. Conversely, the benchmark stability in most Java projects is more varied, with at least a quarter of benchmarks having a max Spr ead > 0.10. In the cloud, benchmarks of all projects become substantially less stable, often leading to a max Spr ead greater than 0.25 (Java) and greater than 0.1 (Go).
RQ3: DETECTABILITY OF SLOWDOWNS 6.1 Context
Benchmark variability, as studied in Section 5, is only half the story when evaluating the quality of a microbenchmark suite, as even a microbenchmark suite with very stable benchmarks may still suffer from not-benchmarking a sufficiently large part of the project. With the approach proposed in this section, we can analyze the ability of existing microbenchmark suites in finding regressions, identify parts of the API that are not covered by microbenchmarks, and discovery methods which are tested for performance by multiple benchmarks.
Approach
Test coverage is a common quality metric for functional test suites [53] . To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no similar metric for microbenchmarks. We propose an API benchmarking score ABS (K , B, v) that represents what fraction of (a subset of) the public API of a project is "covered" by the test suite B, i.e., in how many public methods K ⊆ K an actual slowdown of severity v can be found. Note that this metric is geared towards library or middleware-type projects, such as Log4j2 or RxJava. We evaluate ABS for all study subject projects using the methodology outlined in Figure 2 . This methodology is inspired by mutation testing [22] , and relies on systematically introducing artificial slowdowns to observe whether the benchmark suite is able to catch these artificial regressions. Unfortunately, this methodology is very time-consuming. For two repeated runs, it requires 2 · (|K | + 1) executions of the entire microbenchmark suite, so we decided to use a small subset of the public API of only 20 often-used methods for our experiments (i.e.,
|K | = 20)
. Even this fairly low number of considered methods our experiment still requires between~7.5 hours (gin) and~15.3 days (RxJava) to execute (cp. the execution time durations for a single run as reported in Table 1 ). Finding Often-Used API Methods. This paper's approach is concerned with testing software performance of a performancerelevant part of a project's API. We denote this subset as K ⊆ K, where K is the entire public API of a project. Generally, we expect project developers to be able to identify this subset using their domain knowledge. However, as we are basing our experiments on OSS projects where this kind of information is not publicly available, we chose to trace invocations of the study subjects' public API from unit tests of other OSS projects on GitHub. Recent work by [43] has proposed a sophisticated approach to extract API usage data for OSS projects. However, this work was not yet available when we conducted our research, so we elected to use a simpler approach to finding often-used methods.
Concretely, we identified additional GitHub projects per subject by running yet another BigQuery query searching for projects with import statements that indicated usage of our subjects. We again ordered the resulting projects by stars and watchers, manually iterated over them, executing the unit test suites of the found projects and tracing the number of invocations per public method of our subjects.
Java Project
Caffeine For Java projects, we used AspectJ to weave a custom-written simple tracer at load-time, while for Go projects we transformed the abstract syntax trees (ASTs) of the case study projects before executing the unit test suites. The tool chain for tracing API usage is available on GitHub for both, Java [29] and Go [27] . Table 4 shows the total number of traces for each project that we generated using this tooling. Trace information is again collected in the replication package [26] . Instead of tracing a fixed number of projects per study subject, we have chosen a flexible number of projects (between four and six) that led to a sufficient number of traces for each subject. For all Go projects except etcd, we have in this way collected more than 10 3 unique API execution traces, and more than 10 6 for all Java projects. Only for etcd, we were unable to identify more than 768 traces using our methodology. We speculate that the reason for this is that etcd is not a traditional library project, but data store where we expect access is through network protocols rather than API invocations.
Determining Slowdowns (v) per Subject. Based on the assessment described in Section 5, we determine the slowdown that is potentially detectable by the 95 th percentile of most instable benchmark of the subject's performance test suite. We chose the 95 th percentile in order to remove the worst 5% benchmark results in terms of variability.
We define the slowdown to introduce v for a study subject project as v = 2·max {MS i | 0 < i ≤ 0.95· |MS | }, where MS is the ordered set (ascending) containing the maximum spreads of B such that MS = {maxSpread (b) | b ∈ B}. That is, we introduce a slowdown that is large enough that 95% of a project's benchmarks still have a maxSpread that is half as large as the slowdown, or lower.
To introduce slowdowns into the projects, we transform the ASTs (using javaparser 7 for Java and Go's standard ast package 8 ) of the projects to measure the execution time t (k ) of the body of each method k ∈ K and append a relative slowdown t (k ) = t (k ) · v at the end of the body such that the overall new execution time is t (k ) + t (k ). In Java we used Thread.sleep and in Go time.Sleep to implement the actual slowdown. Note that our tooling is unable to implement very small slowdowns (in the nano-second range), as the overhead of measuring the execution time and invoking the programming language's sleep method already delays by more than the intended slowdown. Hence, for very short-running methods, v should be understood as a lower bound, with actual slowdowns potentially being higher.
We have developed tool chains for both, JMH [28] and Go [27] projects, using the Groovy and Go programming languages respectively. These tools implement the approach outlined in Figure 2 , and can be used by practitioners to evaluate ABS for their projects and based on the core API methods that they deem essential using their domain knowledge. The tools expect a configuration in JSON notation, which designates the project to evaluate, a list of methods forming K , and a slowdown to introduce v.
Calculating ABS. For every k ∈ K and every run r ∈ {1, 2}, our experiments produce a set of metrics M bk r for each benchmark b ∈ B. Based on this and the results from the baseline execution M b r , where no slowdown was introduced, we then define a function reд : M × M → {true, f alse} which captures whether a difference between the sets of measurements can be determined with sufficient confidence (i.e., the benchmark detects a difference).
We choose the following implementation for reд. We conduct a Wilcoxon rank-sum test between M bk r and M b r . H 0 is that the sets of measurements do not differ, which we conservatively reject iff p < 0.01. However, preliminary cloud-reliability experiments and A/A testing have shown that relying only on statistical testing leads to many FPs, as changes in cloud performance often lead to statistically different measurements even if no slowdown was introduced [30] . Hence, we add another necessary condition, which is that the relative difference of the means needs to be at least half as large as the relative slowdown (Equation 2). reд = true iff both the statistical test reports a significant difference and Equation 2 holds for both runs.
We consider a method k covered iff at least one benchmark registers a difference, i.e., covered (k, B, v) = 1 ⇐⇒ ∃b ∈ B : reд(M bk r , M b r ) = true. The ABS of a project is then the percentage of k ∈ K that are covered (Equation 3).
Results and Analysis
API Benchmarking Score. We present all resulting scores in Table  5 . Further, all data is again available online [26] . To identify how sensitive scores are to individual unreliable benchmarks, we present three variants: "total" (includes all benchmarks), "relative", and "absolute". "Relative" and "absolute" scores describe two strategies where most unreliable benchmarks, as per the results discussed in Section 5, are excluded. We explore how scores change if (1) "relative" score, the worst 5% of benchmarks with respect to result stability (as per maxSpread), or (2) "absolute", benchmarks with a maxSpread > 0.5, are excluded. Intuitively these values should not be as prone to reported FPs as the full set of benchmarks ("total" score) is. Column "Excluded" lists how many benchmarks have been skipped in that way. Column "v" lists how large the introduced relative slowdown was per project. Our results show that the Go projects, despite testing for substantially smaller slowdowns, have higher scores than the Java projects. Two of five Go projects have a scores of or close to 100% (bleve and fasthttp). Gin and otto have comparable scores to Caffeine and JCTools. Interestingly, etcd has a very low score at 10%. This could be due to etcd being a database project, and the public API may not reflect the most performance critical part of the system. Given that many benchmarks in the Java projects have a high maxSpread and are hence prone to lead to FPs, excluding the most unstable benchmarks often leads to significantly lower scores. This is most evident for Log4j2, where all tests together lead to 80% ABS. However, once we exclude unstable tests, the score drops to 40% (relative and absolute). We conclude that in Log4j2, many FPs during our test runs give a too optimistic view of the test suite's ability to find regressions. RxJava is the standout Java project of our case studies on multiple levels. As highlighted in Table 1 , RxJava's benchmark suite is the most extensive in both runtime and size. Further, its benchmarking score is the best among Java projects with 95% which is similar to the best Go projects (bleve and fasthttp). Generally, the fact that benchmarks are more unreliable in the Java than in the Go projects also manifests in the difference of the three ABS results. All Java projects except JCTools and RxJava show a decreased score when filtering the most unreliable benchmarks. Go projects on the other hand have stable scores across all three types. Experiments with different combinations of ABS calculation showed, that the combination of difference in maxSpread and a hypothesis test produced the best results among the different benchmarking-score types.
Redundancy of Benchmarks. Another question is whether there typically is a one-to-one mapping between benchmarks and covered methods, or whether different benchmarks tend to redundantly find similar slowdowns. Figure 3 shows for each study subject how many methods from K are covered by what number of benchmarks as a density plot. The higher the curve is in the right part of a figure, the more benchmarks find slowdowns in the same API methods.
A common pattern across multiple projects (JCTools, Log4j2, protostuff, etcd, gin, and otto) is that most methods are either not covered at all, or only covered by a small number of benchmarks, but a small subset of methods are covered by many benchmarks. The remaining projects Caffeine, RxJava, bleve, and fasthttp have more redundant benchmarks in comparison, indicating that benchmarks in these projects tend to be more coarse-grained. Caffeine has an evenly distributed set of benchmarks in terms of redundancy which shows that the number of benchmarks covering many methods steadily decreases. RxJava shows a high degree of redundancy with most methods being covered by around 35 benchmarks with an substantial amount covered by up to 160 benchmarks. Contrarily, bleve and fasthttp show a similar redundancy trend, where a relatively low number of benchmarks cover a few methods and the majority are benchmarks detecting around a third of the slowdowns in the selected API methods.
RQ3 Summary. The API benchmarking score ABS is a quality metric to assess how well-tested a subset of a software's API is. ABS is determined similarly to mutation testing, where artificial regressions of project-dependent sizes are introduced into the API's subset, and the detection-scores of these is recorded by the microbenchmark suite. Resulting scores of the study subjects vary between 10% and 100%., and benchmarks often detect regressions in the same core method.
DISCUSSION
We presented an approach and metric to study the microbenchmark suites of ten OSS projects written in Java and Go. We showed that, depending on the environment, benchmark suites have different variability, which needs to be taken into consideration when evaluating performance. Through the proposed approach, we can assess the ability of a set of performance tests to detect actual performance changes in fine-granular software components. We now propose three concrete usage scenarios for our approach and results, and discuss threats to the validity.
Usage Scenarios
Quality Assessment of Microbenchmark Suites. Software developers, both of OSS and commercial projects, can use our approach and the ABS to assess the quality of the benchmark suite of their own projects. Firstly, developers can find the best-fitting environment executing benchmarks by applying the methodology from Section 5. We showed that benchmark-result variability depends on the type and properties of the software. Hence, finding an environment that produces the most reliable results is key for continuous performance assessment. Secondly, by using the approach from Section 6, developers can determine "how good" their software's benchmark suite is in actually finding slowdowns. They can either use a similar process to ours for establishing K (Section 6.2), or use their domain knowledge. In this way, developers can increase confidence in their performance testing. Moreover, the results that we have presented for ten OSS projects can serve as a point of reference for other OSS developers and their projects. Using our tool chain [26] [27] [28] [29] , setting up the environment, and executing the necessary steps to gather and analyze the data is straight-forward.
As with any statistical test, especially in the context of performance evaluation and uncertain cloud environments, there will be FPs. The approach and results presented in Section 6 mitigates false-positives through multiple runs r where only a slowdown is reported if in all runs slowdowns are discovered. If users of our approach still experience too many FPs, an increase in runs should lead to more stable results. Performance Test Case Selection. We argue that the approach taken in Section 6 can be used to steer the selection of a subset of benchmarks for CI integration. In future work, we will explore this angle and propose approaches to select an optimal subset of benchmarks for continuous performance assessment. These approaches build on the results of ABS in combination with an assessment of the available time budget or other constraints. We foresee that search-based methods [17] could be used to optimize benchmark selection. However, our approach is highly dependent on the identified performance-relevant set K . Based on the selection of this subset, identified benchmarks with ABS potentially do not cover all possible performance problems detectable with a full microbenchmark suite or systematic, large-scale load testing. This subset is intended to act as a smoke test that should be seen as a sanity check rather than a full-fledged performance evaluation.
Generating Stubs for Additional Benchmarks. Using our methodology, developers can identify important parts of the API which are not covered by the an existing microbenchmark suite. Consequently, they can use this information directly to improve their performance tests. Additionally, we envision future tooling that will be able to generate new benchmark stubs for such uncovered core methods. In future research, we plan to explore these possibilities in more detail. For instance, we envision future developer tooling that analyzes all existing benchmarks, and then uses code generation to propose new benchmarks that follow the same style as the existing tests, but which are able to identify slowdowns in the so-far uncovered parts of the API.
Threats to Validity
There are certain threats and limitations to our approach and the paper's empirical results, that a reader should take into account. We discuss the most important ones in the following.
In terms of external validity, readers should consider the characteristics of our study subjects, and not generalize our results to other programming languages (with potentially different performance characteristics), application models, or industrial software. However, we have chosen a common programming language running on top of a virtual machine (Java), as well as a statically compiled language (Go) to improve representativeness. Future work should address this by extending our ABS results to other programming languages and paradigms (e.g., interpreted or functional). Given the time-consuming nature of the proposed approach in Section 6, i.e., between~7.5 hours and~15.3 days for a single project, scaling up to more than ten projects was considered infeasible. Results regarding performance testing in public clouds may vary if a different cloud provider (e.g., Microsoft Azure or Amazon AWS) is used instead of GCE. We have specifically investigated microbenchmarking suites, which evaluate software performance on fine-granular level. To detect full-system-performance degradations (e.g., network latencies, database access, load balancing), one might have to consider load tests or performance monitoring with release-engineering/live-testing strategies. Further, even though slowdowns are only one part of software performance, other performance counters (e.g., memory consumption, I/O operations, lock contention) were considered out of scope. We argue that the overall approach would not change drastically when considering these. Nonetheless, future research needs to investigate performance along these other dimensions.
In terms of construct validity, the most relevant threat is the selection of methods to test for in Section 6.2. We trace API usage in the unit tests of other open-source projects to get a simple, data-driven selection of often-used methods. However, there are two limitations to this method. Firstly, usage in unit tests does not necessarily correspond to usage in production. Secondly, absolute invocation counts are not necessarily a good proxy for importance. However, as the main contribution of the present study is the ABS methodology, hence a more comprehensive and time-consuming methodology to generate a more robust list of important methods, such as [43] , was considered out of scope. Further, 20 methods may be too little to comprehensively evaluate a large project. Projects attempting to apply our methodology in practice may wish to calculate the ABS for a larger part of the public API, but need to keep in mind that the time necessary for running the experiments increases linearly with the number of considered methods. Moreover, maxSpread bases its variability on average statistics, whereas performance distributions are often long-tailed [11] . In future research, we want to investigate the effect performance measurements have on maxSpread and compare it to other measures such as averages [47] or medians. The overridden JMH execution settings are another threat to the benchmark results. We decided to use our defaults as they reflect performance engineering best practices [14] , and limit the execution time to a lower bound. This is especially necessary due to the expensive nature of our experiments (see Section 6). Finally, we were unable to determine how sensitive the calculated scores are to the extent of the introduced slowdown. A follow-up sensibility study is required to investigate whether the benchmark scores change significantly when decreasing or increasing the slowdown.
RELATED WORK
Historically, research on software performance was often conducted in the context of system-scale load and stress testing [4, 23, 35, 51] . More recent research focuses on industrial applicability [13, 37] , or how to reduce the necessary time for load testing [16] . Studies of microbenchmarking are scarcer, but have recently gotten more attention from research. [47] and [31] study quantitatively and qualitatively microbenchmarking practices in Java OSS. [47] indicate that microbenchmarks hardly find useful regressions and are often used for design decisions, which might not be the case for larger, industry-driven projects like RxJava. In their subjectselection approach projects with long-running benchmark suites were not considered. Compared to this work, we extend their findings by studying result variability on cloud infrastructure, which is arguable the way to go for integrating performance testing in CI. Further, we examine a different type of programming language that translates directly to machine code (i.e., Go). Studies from [19] and [8] are auxiliary to ours, focusing on raising performanceawareness of developers through generated API documentation and studying root causes of performance degradations reported by microbenchmarks respectively. None of these microbenchmarking works conducted a detailed analysis of the performance test suites' ability to find actual slowdowns, as is the focus of Section 6.
Studies on the nature of performance problems have found that these bugs tend to be particularly problematic. They take more time to be fixed than functional bugs [18] , and require more experienced developers to do so [52] . Performance bugs are often dormant, and only become visible after a time when the system's usage changes [24] . Further studies have investigated performance regressions in specific domains, for instance in browser-based JavaScript [45] or Android mobile applications [33] . Another recent line of research related to the study of software performance is mining regressions from version histories [2, 34] . There has also been work on the automated fixing of (special types of) performance problems [4, 18, 38, 39] . Performance test regression selection research so far explored testing only performance-critical commits [2, 20] , or focused on particular types such as collectionintensive software [36] and concurrent classes [40] . [10] propose selection of individual benchmarks based on static and dynamic data that assess whether a code change affects the performance of each benchmark. [7] tackle performance-regression testing through stochastic performance logic (SPL) which lets developers describe performance assertions in hypothesis-test-style logical equations. In the present work, we do not propose methods to actually fix issues, but suggest that our ABS methodology can be used to reduce existing test suites to a minimal required set, and propose stubs for valuable new benchmarks that should be added to a project's benchmark suite.
Further, there has recently been an increase of interest in the study of CI and CD builds, as well as in the types of build faults and failures that may occur. For instance, [41] categorized build failures on TravisCI and found no evidence that performance testing is currently a relevant part of CI builds. [5] specifically study testing on TravisCI, but neither mention performance testing. [49] study the CI builds of OSS and industrial applications, but again find little evidence of structured performance testing in the pipeline. Integrating performance testing into CI is only starting to gain momentum, with an initial publication by [6] on CI load testing. As an alternative to invoke a full load test run with every build (which may be infeasible for many systems), existing techniques to judge the performance sensitivity of a commit could be utilized [20] . In industrial practice, and especially in the context of Software as a Service (SaaS) applications, application performance management [1, 25] and partial rollouts (or canary releases) [44, 48, 50] are common approaches to unify CI with performance management. Fundamentally, these approaches eschew performance testing entirely, and instead rely on post-hoc identification of performance issues after deployment. However, these approaches are fundamentally targeted at SaaS rather than library and middleware projects, such as the ones studied in the present paper.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the quality of software microbenchmark suites of ten open source projects written in Java and Go, and evaluated the suitability of these for continuously assessing software performance in CI environments. Firstly, we showed that benchmark suite sizes vary from 16 benchmarks to 983 with a mean execution time for a single run between 11 minutes and 8.75 hours. Secondly, we studied the result variability of the study subject's benchmark suites over identical repetitions, which we defined as maxSpread. Most Go benchmarks have a maxSpread below 5% in bare-metal and below 25% in cloud, whereas most Java benchmarks have one below 25% in bare-metal and below 50% in cloud. Thirdly, we evaluated how well the benchmark suites find actual slowdowns. We introduced a performance-test quality metric ABS, and showed that the study subject's score varies between 10% and 100%. Moreover, we found significant redundancy in the microbenchmark suites, indicating that it may be possible to execute only a subset of the suite as a smoke test within CI. The methodology and results of our study can be used to assess the microbenchmarking quality of other projects, identify missing tests that would improve the quality of existing benchmark suites, and select benchmarks to be run as part of CI.
